SLIMSTICK

Do not disassemble, repair, or modify this product. It may cause a failure or short circuit.

WZ810 Pocket Pedometer
Instruction Manual

Do not immerse the product in water or splash water onto it. Also, do not operate it with wet hands.
It may cause a short circuit or electric shock.

Thank you very much for purchasing the SLIMSTICK WZ810.
Please read this Instruction Manual carefully before using the product to ensure correct use.
After reading it, please carefully store this Instruction Manual so that it can be referred to
whenever necessary.

Do not throw the battery into a fire. It may cause a burst, heat generation or ignition.
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Avoid the following places when using or storing the product. It may cause a failure.
- Places where the temperature is excessively high (e.g., places exposed to direct sunlight)
- Damp places (e.g., baths, washrooms) or places of high humidity
- Dusty places
- Places subject to vibrations or places with an incline or shocks
- Places affected by magnetism or static electricity
- Places where chemical agents vaporize
- Places exposed to chemicals
Do not drop or hit the product strongly. It may cause a failure or personal injury.
Do not put this product into your trouser’s back pocket. It may cause personal injury or damage to
the product.
Do not swing the product by holding the string or strap. It may cause personal injury or damage to
the product due to its hitting.
When attaching a string or strap to the product and hanging it around your neck, do not pull or get
caught in it. It may cause personal injury.
Do not use thinner or alcohol for maintenance. It may cause a failure.

SEIKO SPORTS LIFE CO., LTD.
p.1

CAUTION
Insert a battery with the correct positive (+) and negative (-) polarities. Failure to do so may cause a
failure.
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
The precautions listed here provide important information for using the product safely and properly
and to prevent injury to you and others and property damage before they occur. The indications and
meanings are as follows:
WARNING
It is assumed that improper handling by disregarding the indicated warning may lead to death or
personal serious injury.

NAMES OF EACH PART AND THEIR MAIN FUNCTIONS
DISPLAY panel
MODE button
Changes the walking data display.
DATA button
Changes the accessory display or displays data or graph for the last 7 days.

CAUTION
It is assumed that improper handling by disregarding the indicated caution may lead to personal
injury or damage to property.

RESET button
Deletes the walking data.

Examples of pictorial indication
The symbol indicates a prohibited activity.
The indication example on the left indicates “disassembly prohibited.”

SYSTEM RESET switch
Press when changing the battery.

The •symbol indicates a compulsory or instructive activity.
WARNING
- If it is necessary to take out the battery from this product, keep it out of the reach of children
immediately.
- If a battery is swallowed, seek medical attention immediately as it is harmful to health.
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Battery cover

Screw on the battery cover
Strap hole
Attach a string or strap to hang the pedometer around your neck.

2
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"kcal" will flash. Press the DATA button again.

BEFORE USE
The product you have purchased already contains a battery.
However, the battery may run down earlier than the specified life since a monitor battery is
inserted prior to purchase.
Please peel off the protective seal from this product.
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HOW TO WEAR THE PEDOMETER
An acceleration sensor detects the up-and-down vibrations which occur as a result of walking while
alternately putting your feet down to measure and display walking data.
Measurements can be obtained by wearing the pedometer in your trouser’s pocket or bag pocket, or
by hanging the pedometer around your neck by a string or attaching a strap.

Protective seal
Press and hold any button for 2 seconds or more. Today’s walking data (number of steps) is
displayed.

• Do not put the pedometer in your trouser’s back pocket.
Sitting down with this product in your back pocket may break it on impact.

Before use, set your personal data, target amount of calories burned, birthday and other necessary
information
Setting of the watch, calendar, birthday and contrast Ѝ Page 21

Wearable in your favorite style
In your pocket
In the breast pocket of your shirt or trouser’s pocket

Setting of personal data and target amount of calories burned
In your bag
In your handbag or shoulder bag

Display today’s walking data (number of steps, calories burned, amount of burnt fat, exercise value,
walking time) and press the DATA button for 2 seconds or more.

By a strap
Hang around your neck by a string or strap

• Setting is not available while the watch, calendar, animation or original message is displayed.
• Setting is not available while previous data is displayed.
• If the pedometer is not operated for a few minutes during data setting, the display returns to the
previous walking data.
ձ Setting of your stride length (setting range: 30 to 150cm, factory default setting: 50cm)
The stride length value flashes. Press the MODE button (+) or RESET button (-) to set a value. You
can select a stride length by 1 cm and quickly increase or decrease the value by 10 cm by long
pressing the button.
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Stride length
The length between the toes of your front foot and back foot as you take one normal step is your
stride length. Your approximate stride length can be calculated by subtracting 100 from your height
(in cm). However, please note that this can vary depending on such factors as your manner of
walking or speed of walking.
Stride length
After confirming the value, press the DATA button.

• Please note that turning over the main body or tilting it 30°, or more makes measurements
impossible.
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WARRANTY
PEDOMETER WZ810
Retailer
Date of Purchase
[Month] [Day], [Year]
Warranty Period
One year from the date of purchase
Address
Name
Stamp
Customer
*Address
*Name
The fields with an * must be entered by the customer.

• If you set the amount of calories burned smaller than that of today’s walking data as your target,

Procedure to claim free repair service
1. For any defects occurring under normal use conditions according to the precautions in the
instruction manual etc., within the warranty period, submit the pedometer together with the
attached warranty to the retailer from whom the pedometer was purchased or SEIKO SPORTS
LIFE CO., LTD., shown below. We will repair the product free of charge.
2. In following cases, repair services will be provided at cost even within the warranty period.
1) Failures or damage caused by improper usage, or unauthorized repair and modification
2) Failures or damage caused by the product falling or any other improper handling after
purchasing the product
3) Failures or damage caused by acts of God or natural disasters such as fires, earthquakes and
floods etc.
4) Consumable part (battery)
5) When this warranty is not presented
6) When there are no entries in “the retailer’s name or the date of purchase”
3. Free repair services are guaranteed only under the period and conditions specified in the
warranty. This warranty therefore does not affect specific legal rights of a customer. If there is some
question as to the repair etc., after a lapse of the warranty period, please contact us.
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ղ Setting of your body weight (setting range: 20 to 120kg, factory default setting: 50kg)
The body weight value flashes. Press the MODE button (+) or RESET button (-) to set a value. You
can select a weight by 1kg and quickly increase or decrease the value by 10kg by long pressing the
button.
After confirming the body weight, press the DATA button.
ճ Setting of your target amount of calories burned (setting range: 100 to 990 kcal, factory default
setting: 300 kcal)
The target amount of calories burned flashes. Press the MODE button (+) or RESET button (-) to
set a value. You can select a target amount of calories burned by 10 kcal and quickly increase or
decrease the value as shown below by long pressing the button.
When not setting your target, select “-----.”
When you long press the button
After confirming the value, press the DATA button.

4. This warranty is valid only in Japan.
* Please note that personal information entered by a customer (a copy of the warranty) may be used
for free repair services within the warranty period and subsequent safety inspection activities.
SEIKO SPORTS LIFE CO., LTD.
KS Bldg., 17-8, Nishikata 1-chome, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, 113-0024, JAPAN
TEL: 03-6834-2759 (main switchboard)
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WARRANTY AND AFTER-SALES SERVICE
1. Check the entries for the “Retailer’s Name and Date of Purchase” etc., on the warranty. After
reading the contents of the Warranty Certificate, store it carefully. It cannot be reissued.
2. Consultation about troubles
If an abnormal condition occurs during use, stop using pedometer and consult the retailer from
whom the product was purchased or SEIKO SPORTS LIFE CO., LTD. shown in the address section
below.
3. When requesting repair services within the warranty period
Submit the product together with the attached warranty within one year after the date of purchase.
We will repair it free of charge according to the contents of the warranty.
4. When requesting repair services after a lapse of the warranty period
When product functions can be maintained by repairing, we will repair the product at cost at your
request.
5. Handling of personal information
We will use and properly manage the personal information acquired from our customers (such as
customer name and address) only for the purposes of consultation related to the product and
services and repair provision.
We will not disclose the personal information of our customers to third parties except when we
consign the above handling activities to our cooperating companies or contractors, in a case deemed
necessary according to law, except when there is any other justifiable reason, we shall not disclose
personal information of customers. We will also manage and supervise each consigned company or
contractor.
For details about the handling of personal information, refer to our website
(http://www.seiko-sl.co.jp).
Pedometer Section, SEIKO SPORTS LIFE CO., LTD.
http://www.seiko-sl.co.jp
KS Bldg., 17-8, Nishikata 1-chome, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, 113-0024, JAPAN
TEL: 03-6834-2759 (main switchboard)
FAX: 03-6834-2763
*The above address and telephone number of the Pedometer Section, SEIKO SPORTS LIFE CO.,
LTD. may change.

Walking time
Previous data
For previous data, refer to page 12.
Accessory
For accessories, refer to pages 17 to 23.
Animation (dog)
Animation (sea horse)
Original message
Watch
Calendar

p.10 Display when your target is achieved
When the preset target amount of calories burned is achieved, "kcal" flashes to inform you.
Pressing any button returns to the previous display.
Clearing today’s walking data
Pressing the RESET button when today’s walking data is displayed displays “CLR?” and pressing
and holding the button clears today’s walking data.
• The previous data is not cleared.
Changing the stride length and target amount of calories burned
Press the DATA button for 2 seconds or more when today’s walking data (number of steps, calories
burned, exercise value, distance, walking time) is displayed.
Since the display changes to the personal data/target number of steps setting screen, refer to page
4.
• The walking data and information when the present target amount of calories burned is achieved
will be displayed based on the personal data and target amount of calories burned which have been
set before use (factory default settings: 50 cm for the stride length, 50 kg for the body weight, 300
kcal for the target amount of calories burned)

p.11 DATA LOG
Today’s walking data is automatically recorded and the display becomes “0” when the time reaches
midnight. Therefore, you do not have to reset it every day.
•Make sure to set your watch right. Time correction ЍPage 21
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HOW TO OPERATE THE PEDOMETER

When the pedometer is not used for a full day, “0” is recorded in the previous data. When the
pedometer is not used for 7 days or more, since “0” has been recorded in the previous data each day,
the graph for the last 7 days will not be displayed.
To clear all the previous data, take out the battery and reinstall it.

Changing the walking data display
Pressing the MODE button changes the display.
Today’s walking data
Number of steps

How to change the battery Ѝ Page 24
When the battery is reinstalled, memory data, set personal data, and watch etc., are all deleted.

Calories burned
The calories burned are calculated by exercise intensity (METs) and displayed.
Amount of burnt fat
Exercise value
For the exercise value, refer to page 16.
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p.12 HOW TO READ PREVIOUS DATA
p.13

When placed horizontally to the ground

Pressing the DATA button when each walking data is displayed displays the data for the last 7
days.
If the pedometer is not operated for a few minutes when the previous data is displayed, it returns to
each walking data display.
• The number of steps is not counted when the previous data is displayed.
Number of steps
Today’s data
The graph for the last 7 days (500 steps per a scale unit)
Data of 1 day ago
Data of 7 days ago
Return to the “today’s number of steps” display.
Calories burned
Today’s data
The graph for the last 7 days (10kcal per a scale unit)
Data of 1 day ago
Data of 7 days ago
Return to “today’s calories burned” display.
Amount of burnt fat
Today’s data
The graph for the last 7 days(2g per a scale unit)
Data of 1 day ago
Data of 7 days ago
Return to “today’s amount of burnt fat” display.

If the main body is vertical, the counting function is available even if the product tilts from side to
side or is turned upside down.
p.15 • It takes approximately 6 seconds for this product to recognize your movement as walking. After
you walk for a while, the pedometer displays the total number of steps taken up to that point, and
subsequently starts to display the number of steps by adding one step at time in accordance with
each step taken.
• In the following cases, the pedometer may not be able to measure the walking correctly:
Jogging or walking at an extremely slow pace
This product is specifically designed for walking. It may not correctly count steps if you are running
or walking at an extremely slow pace.
When this product moves irregularly
- Where you hang the pedometer around your bag or neck and it bounces off your body etc.
- Where the pedometer moves irregularly in your bag or pocket
Irregular walking
- Walking like shuffling
- Walking in sandals, Japanese sandals or any other similar footwear
Use in up-and-down movement or at places often exposed to vibrations
- Ascending/descending the stairs or a steep slope
- Movement of standing up and sitting down
- Sports other than walking
- Vibrations while riding a vehicle (e.g., car, train, bus)
Jogging or walking while mountain climbing

Exercise value
Today’s data
Accumulated data for the last 7 days
Data of 1 day ago
Data of 7 days ago
Return to the “today’s exercise value” display.

p.16 EXERCISE (Ex)
Exercise and Physical Activity Reference for Health Promotion <Exercise Guide 2006> prepared by
the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare
For health promotion and to prevent lifestyle-related diseases, the goal is set at 23 exercises (Ex)
per week by active physical activity, of which 4 exercises (Ex) by active exercise.

Walking time
Today’s data
Accumulated data for the last 7 days
Data of 1 day ago
Data of 7 days ago
Return to “today’s walking time” display.

What is exercise (Ex)?
Exercise (Ex) is a unit to express “the quantity” of physical activity, calculated by multiplying the
intensity of physical activity (METs) by the duration of the activity (hour).

Pressing the MODE button moves to the next walking data.
p.14 STEP COUNTING FUNCTION
Since this product is a pedometer of the biaxial sensor type, do not tilt it 30° or more or turn over in
your pocket or bag.
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What is MET?
MET (metabolic equivalent) is an index for intensity of physical activity, calculated as energy
expenditure during a specific physical activity divided by sitting/resting energy expenditure. By
defining MET of setting/resting as 1, for example, that of normal walking (flats 67m/min) is 3METs.
Reading the exercise (Ex) value
This product converts the measured walking data into the “exercise (Ex) value” and displays it.
Examples of exercise (Ex) value calculation
If walking is taken as physical activity, walking at normal speed and walking in your daily life will
be “normal walking” (= physical activity) while walking with the stride length consciously increased
and fast walking will be “brisk walking” (= active exercise).
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Normal walking (intensity: 3METs)
(Example) When physical activity with 3METs (normal walking) is performed for 7 hours in total
for a week:
3METs × 7 hours = 21 exercises (Ex)
Brisk walking (intensity: 4METs)
(Example) When active exercise with 4METs is performed for one hour in total for a week:
4METs × 1 hour = 4 exercises (Ex)
Total for a week: (Example) 21+4=25 exercises (Ex)

p.19 Animation displayed during sleep
If the pedometer is not operated and give no impact to the product for 30 minutes or more when
animation is displayed, animation for sleep will be displayed.
Animation of a waiting dog
Animation of a sea horse resting while blinking its eyes
In a short time after an impact is given, the display will change to animation displayed during
normal walking.
Original message
Original messages are created by combining the alphabet and symbols.
7 or more characters are displayed by scrolling and up to 12 characters can be set.

p.17 HOW TO CHANGE ACCESSORY DISPLAY
Pressing the DATA button when any of the accessories (animation, original message, watch,
calendar) is displayed changes the accessory display in the following order.
Animation (dog)
Animation of a walking dog is displayed.

Setting characters (alphabet and symbols)
MODE button→
←RESET button
p.20 How to set an original message (factory default setting: ENJOY A WALK)
Press the DATA button for 2 seconds or more when an original message is displayed.

Animation (sea horse)
Animation of a drifting sea horse is displayed.
Original message
Up to 12 characters can be set, 7 or more characters are displayed by scrolling.
Watch

The first character flashes.
Press the MODE button (+) or RESET button (-) to select a character.
You can fast forward or move backward by long pressing the button.
After confirming the character, press the DATA button.

Calendar
The number of steps is counted even during the accessory display.
Press the MODE button to change to a display other than the accessory display.
Today’s walking data → page 9
Previous data
→ page 12

The next character flashes. Set a character in the same way as you did for the first character.
After confirming the character, press the DATA button.
Set 12 characters in the same manner.
When you do not enter a character, select (a space between and ).
Pressing the DATA button after selecting the 12th character returns to the original message
display.

p.18 ANIMATION AND ORIGINAL MESSAGE
Animation
In addition to animation displayed during normal walking, there is animation displayed during
brisk walking (walking with 4METs or more) and animation displayed during sleep.
Animation displayed during normal walking
Animation of a walking dog
Animation of a drifting sea horse
Animation displayed during brisk walking
If walking with 4METs or more is performed when animation is displayed, animation during brisk
walking is displayed.

• If the pedometer is not operated for a few minutes during data setting, the display will change to
the “original message” display.
How to delete by one operation
Pressing the MODE button and RESET button simultaneously while flashing flashes the “CLR?”
display. If you keep pressing the buttons for 2 seconds or more, the message will be deleted
completely. Therefore, you can set a message from the first character.
To exit the setting screen, press the DATA button and forward 12 characters.

p.21 SETTING OF WATCH, CALENDAR, BIRTHDAY AND CONTRAST
Display the “watch” or “calendar” and press the DATA button for 2 seconds or more.
[20:13 43] or [2008 12 15]

Animation of a running dog
Animation of a vigorously floating sea horse

Press for 2 seconds or more.

•No correction is available except on the “watch” or “calendar” display screen.
Animation displayed during normal walking shows one cycle over a specified time period. At the
completion of one cycle, it is determined whether the MET of walking is 4 or more or less than 4.
When it becomes less than 4METs, animation for normal walking is displayed.
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ձ Watch correction
The “second” value flashes. Press the MODE button (+) or RESET button (-) to correct the value to
“00” (sec.).
Press the button according to the time signal.
After confirming the value, press the DATA button.

The “minute” value flashes. Press the MODE button (+) or RESET button (-) to correct the value.
You can quickly increase or decrease the value by long pressing the button.
After confirming the value, press the DATA button.

The “hour” value flashes. Correct the value in the same way as you do for the “minute” value.
After confirming the value, press the DATA button.
The display changes to the calendar correction display.

p.22 ղ Calendar correction
The “day” value flashes. Press the MODE button (+) or RESET button (-) to correct the value.
You can quickly increase or decrease the value by long pressing the button.
After confirming the value, press the DATA button.
The “month” value flashes. Correct the “month” and “year” values in the same way as you do for the
“day” value.
After confirming each value, press the DATA button.
The display changes to the birthday setting display.
ճ Birthday setting
The “day” value of the birthday flashes. Press the MODE button (+) or RESET button (-) to set a
value.
You can quickly increase or decrease the value by long pressing the button.
After confirming the value, press the DATA button.
The “month” value of the birthday flashes. Set a value in the same way as you do for the “day”
value.
After confirming the value, press the DATA button.
The display changes to the contrast setting display.

p.23 մ Contrast setting (setting range: -3 to +3)
The contrast value flashes. Press the MODE button (+) or RESET button (-) to set a value.
After confirming the value, press the DATA button.
• If the pedometer is not operated for a few minutes during data setting, the display will change to
the “watch” or “calendar” display.
Birthday message
By setting your birthday, the birthday message is displayed by scrolling for 10 minutes from every
hour.
Pressing any button returns to the previous display.
• If this setting is left at the factory default setting, the birthday message will be displayed on
January 1.
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p.24 HOW TO CHANGE BATTERY
When the
mark is displayed on the display, the battery has run down. Replace the battery
according to the following procedures.
If you press any button when the
mark is displayed, the
mark will disappear and the display
will return to the previous one. However, the
mark will be displayed again at midnight the next
day.
• Please note that all data will be deleted after the replacement of the battery.
Screw on the battery cover
SYSTEM RESET switch
ձ Remove the screw on the battery cover with a commercially available small Phillips screwdriver.
Be careful not to lose the screw.
ղ Open the battery cover and remove the worn battery. Insert a new battery (lithium battery
CR1620) with the positive (+) side upward.
ճ Reinstall the battery cover and fix it with the screw.
մ Press the SYSTEM RESET switch with a pen tip or the like.

p.25 Battery Life
The battery life is approximately 8 months when the pedometer is used for 8 hours a day. However,
the battery may run down earlier than the specified life since a monitor battery is inserted at the
time of purchase.
Resetting
By pressing the SYSTEM RESET switch after changing the battery, all data is deleted and the
screen changes to the stride length setting screen. Perform resetting.
Personal data setting Ѝ Page 4
Setting of the watch, calendar, birthday and contrast Ѝ Page 21
• If the pedometer is not operated for a few minutes during data setting, the screen changes to the
“number of steps” display.

p.26 TOROUBLE SHOOTING
When trouble occurs during use, check the following first.
If the trouble is not resolved even after checking, contact the retailer from whom the pedometer was
purchased or the nearest SEIKO SPORTS LIFE office.
Pr o b le m
Nothing is displayed on the
display screen.

The displayed value is
different from the actual

C h e c k t h e f o l lo w in g
- The battery may run down. Replace the battery with a new one.
Ѝ Page 24
- The polarities of the battery may not be correct. Insert the battery
with the correct polarities. Ѝ Page 24
Check the wearing method and walking condition. Ѝ Pages 6
and 14
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number of steps.
The displayed contents are
wrong.
The display is frozen.
Data is deleted.

- Insert the battery again.
- If the pedometer is exposed to strong static electricity or electric
noise in your use environment, some display loss, no counting, or
data delete may occur. Since pressing the SYSTEM RESET switch
may return the display or operation to the normal condition, try it.
However, all the data including the personal data you enter, watch
and calendar, and previous data will be deleted. Therefore, make
sure to record the necessary data. Ѝ Page 24

p.27 MAIN SPECIFICATIONS
It em
Display Contents

S pec if i ca t io n
Number of steps: 0 to 99,999 (steps)
Calories burned: 0.0 to 9,999kcal
Amount of burnt fat: 0.0 to 999.9g
Exercise value: 0.0 to 999.9Ex
Walking time: 0:00 to 999:59
Time: Hour/Min/Sec, 24-hour display
Calendar: Fully-automatic calendar until 2057 (Year/Month/Day)
Memory
Number of steps: Data of 1 to 7 days ago, the graph for the last 7 days
(500 steps per a scale unit)
Calories burned: Data of 1 to 7 days ago, the graph for the last 7 days
(10kcal per a scale unit)
Amount of burnt fat: Data of 1 to 7 days ago, the graph for the last 7
days(2g per a scale unit)
Exercise value: Data of 1 to 7 days ago, accumulated data for the last 7
days
Walking time: Data of 1 to 7 days ago, accumulated data for the last 7
days
Setting
Time: 0:00 00 to 23:59 00 (Hour/Min/Sec, 24-hour display)
Calendar: 2008.1.1 to 2057.12.31 (Year/Month/Day)
Birthday: 1.1 to 12.31 (Month/Day)
Contrast: +3 to -3
Stride length: 30 to 150cm (Unit: 1cm)
Body weight: 20 to 120kg (Unit: 1kg)
Target number of steps: 1000 to 99000 steps (Unit: 1000 steps)
Operating Temperature -10° C to +40°C
Range
Precision of Step
±5% (by vibration testing machine)
Counting
Watch Accuracy
Within ±60 seconds per month (at normal temperatures between 5°C
and 35°C)
Outside Dimensions
64.4mm (width) × 20.0mm (height) × 8.9mm (thickness)
Mass
12g (including the battery)
Battery
Lithium battery (CR1620)
Battery Life
Approximately 8 months (When the pedometer is carried 8 hours a day)
• Please accept that the product specifications or appearances are subject to change without prior
notice due to improvements.
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